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i Chapter One j
Rioters and Vigilantes

H

Before there were policemen and penitentiaries, there were 
white men. During the decades following Baltimore’s 1796 incor-
poration, little distinguished the municipal officers who policed 

for the city from the white male civilians who policed on their own. It is 
true that night watchmen and daytime constables, as well as justices of the 
peace, bailiffs, prosecutors, and a host of other municipal officers, partici-
pated in the criminal justice system and worked diligently to maintain order 
with whatever scant resources were at their disposal. They just did not do so 
alone. The municipality’s tiny bureaucracy and its rank incompetence, to say 
nothing of Americans’ broader ideological disdain for standing armies, ini-
tially conspired against any monopolization of the criminal justice process 
by the public authorities. Time and again, the citizenry proved vital to the 
broader effort to curb assaults, prevent theft, recover lost children, wrestle 
away hidden firearms, try murderers, protect homes and businesses, appre-
hend arsonists, fight rowdies, quell riots, and so on. Even if state- sanctioned 
officers controlled some aspects of criminal justice, white men’s popular po-
licing was official policing too.

Baltimore’s early municipal government depended upon all sorts of pri-
vate individuals to interpret and enforce “the law” on the streets, and many 
of those individuals in turn possessed enough authority to define “order” as 
they understood it. Occasionally white men earned money for their policing, 
blurring the line between official and ordinary while giving the lie to any 
strict demarcation between the two. But they also received far more than fi-
nancial remuneration for their efforts. By maintaining order and combating 
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20 mob t ow n

crime, citizens enacted a distinctive form of autonomy in an otherwise un-
free world. Policing was usually honorable and consistently profitable, and in 
an early republican city like Baltimore, it was above all a practice by which 
white men affirmed their political inclusion.

Night watchmen depended upon others for help, practicing attorneys and 
laypeople alike participated in criminal prosecutions, and governors often 
heeded the words of regular citizens when deciding whether or not to issue 
a pardon.1 As seemingly public institutions and seemingly private citizens 
functioned alongside each other, and often dynamically with each other, 
Baltimore’s municipal authorities proved more adept at meeting the era’s 
policing challenges than would otherwise have been possible. There was po-
licing in early Baltimore — quite a bit of it. It just happened to be performed 
by a loose confederation of individuals who would no more have used the 
word “official” to describe themselves than they would the word “ordinary.” 
For these people, for the various white men who counted as citizens, policing 
was an important type of political work.

The People and Their Police

During the years following the American Revolution, Baltimore Town trans-
formed into one of the continent’s largest cities, and at the heart of its trans-
formation sat a magnificent harbor. Local historians have called that harbor 
a “natural haven for ships,” which linked the area’s inhabitants to an interna-
tional system of exchange that stretched from the Chesapeake Bay to waters 
across the world.2 Goods passed through Baltimore from the surrounding 
countryside to the Atlantic seaboard and then traveled onward to the islands 
of the Caribbean, as well as to South America, West Africa, and western Eu-
rope. Goods traveled in the other direction as well. Motley crews of work-
ers on the city’s noisy docks unloaded cargo recently arrived from overseas 
and transported it across a growing urban landscape into the vast expanses 
that lay beyond the city’s farthest western reaches. This trade provided eco-
nomic opportunities for a variety of migrants and immigrants — rich and 
poor, black and white, male and female among them. Subsequent attempts 
to service these new arrivals only produced more demand for labor and the 
people who performed that labor, thereby giving rise to a self- perpetuating 
process that continued apace for years.3

Wheat was the engine for Baltimore’s vibrant economic activity, and two 
eighteenth- century developments propelled its market. First, German farm-
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ers early in the 1700s pushed south from Pennsylvania into western Mary-
land and there planted wheat, the crop with which they were most familiar. 
Frederick County’s fertile Monocacy Valley shipped wheat not only to the 
colony’s more populated towns to the east but, through Baltimore, to Europe 
as well. Around the same time, planters on Maryland’s Eastern Shore began 
harvesting cereals on land where they previously had grown tobacco. The 
tobacco market had always been unstable, particularly when compared to 
that for wheat: Europeans may have liked to smoke, but they needed to eat. 
Wheat was also more environmentally sustainable than tobacco; its produc-
tion put less stress on the soil and promised a more profitable and produc-
tive future. Baltimore merchants, after struggling for thirty years in a sleepy, 
mostly irrelevant tobacco inspection port, suddenly found themselves ide-
ally situated to supply an entrepôt for a blossoming wheat trade — and it 
was not long before a major road cut through the region’s breadbasket, 
connecting Baltimore with the city of Frederick and its bountiful surpluses. 
Wheat helped make Baltimore. It created the city, transformed northern 
Maryland into one of North America’s primary export capitals, and built a 
new industrial hub to boot. By the first decade of the nineteenth century, well 
over five dozen flour mills operated on the springs surrounding Baltimore.4

The city began to bustle. Each year more people walked its streets, labored 
in its workshops, and lived in its row houses than had the year before. In a 
sense, Baltimore was an early U.S. boomtown, perhaps the earliest. Fewer 
than seven thousand people lived in Baltimore Town in 1776; thirty years 
later, nearly fifty thousand people called Baltimore City home. Although 
modest by contemporary European standards, such tallies soon earned Bal-
timore the label of third- largest city in the early United States. No other major 
American town matched Baltimore’s population growth during the early na-
tional era.5 Yet all that rapid growth also had fascinating consequences for 
the city’s demography. Baltimore’s population constituted as heterogeneous 
a mixture of people as that of any city on North America’s eastern seaboard.

Most noteworthy was the large size of the city’s black community. In the 
quarter century following the city’s incorporation, the black population 
grew from 12 to 22 percent of Baltimore’s population. Whereas in 1790 only 
about fifteen hundred black people lived there, by 1830 nearly nineteen thou-
sand did. Such remarkable growth owed especially to the expansion of the 
city’s free black population. In fact, even as the black community grew, the 
city’s slave community, never large to begin with, shrank — largely because 
of the high demand for slave labor in the Deep South and the high prices 
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local masters could demand as a result. Visitors observed that “slaves grow 
less in number yearly in this State, as agents are stationed to buy up all they 
can for the sugar plantations at New Orleans.”6 And while the slave pop-
ulation filtered south and contracted, the number of free black Baltimor-
eans multiplied eighteen- fold, an increase that considerably outpaced those 
in the growing cities to the north. By 1830, Baltimore was the only place in 
Maryland where a majority of African Americans were free. With over fifteen 
thousand people, the city’s free black community was also the largest in the 
country, north or south.7

So many free people of color lived in Baltimore because Maryland’s geo-
graphical location, economic system, and manumission laws made the city 

Baltimore Harbor View, daguerreotype by Henry H. Clark, ca. 1845–50.  
This early photograph shows the Gay Street Dock from Federal Hill, as  

well as the ships Herald and Juniata, the Merchant’s Exchange Building (which  
was demolished at the turn of the next century), and the Second Reformed  

Church. Baltimore’s harbor lay at the center of the city’s rapid economic  
development during the first half of the nineteenth century.  

Courtesy of the Maryland Historical Society.
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an attractive destination for people of color. The state bordered the region 
of “freedom,” or at least the less slave- centered and eventually “free” North. 
Its heavily industrialized northern region, of which Baltimore formed an im-
portant part, demanded enormous reserves of cheap labor to fuel its various 
sectors. Masters and employers who were cognizant of slaves’ propensities 
to run north promised their bondsmen and bondswomen eventual freedom 
in the hope of guaranteeing faithful labor for at least a few more years. Indi-
vidual manumissions proliferated, especially in Baltimore, and the free black 
population of the city subsequently grew. Slavery in and around the city soon 
became what one scholar has dubbed a mere “stage of life.”8

Baltimore was also ethnically diverse. By the turn of the nineteenth cen-
tury, a substantial number of Germans had arrived in the city by way of 
Philadelphia, most of them on a route familiar to the aforementioned wheat 
farmers. French- speaking refugees from Saint- Domingue also flooded Bal-
timore, much as they did other major American ports during the era of the 
Haitian Revolution. Mostly, though, it was Irish Catholics who found their 
way to the growing city. Beginning in the 1760s, the Scotch- Irish began arriv-
ing in force, particularly as the town (and later city) emerged as the center of 
Maryland’s indentured servant trade. Not that all Irishmen were indentured, 
or stayed that way: several of the city’s most successful and politically ambi-
tious merchants were Irish. By the time of the War of 1812, Baltimore was a 
thriving city comprised of different races and ethnicities, dependent upon a 
mixed- labor economy, and home to remarkable sectarian diversity.9

The city’s occupational mixture was even more pronounced than its 
demographic heterogeneity. Baltimore housed a rising, wealthy merchant 
class, as well as a variety of professional workers, from doctors and lawyers 
to teachers. It was also home to a more economically marginal population of 
draymen, sailors, dockworkers, and laundresses, a class usually character-
ized in city directories simply as “Laborers.” By 1815, merchants, profession-
als, and day laborers combined to form a little more than 50 percent of the 
city’s working population. Largest among all occupational groups were the 
mechanics, those skilled artisans and master craftsmen who on their own 
represented, staggeringly, almost half of the city’s workforce. Still, the term 
“Mechanics” overstates the homogeneity of the group; instead of thinking 
of themselves as a social class, mechanics usually identified with a partic-
ular craft — as tailors and dressmakers, shipbuilders, metallurgists, stone-
masons, or skilled construction workers. The category also captured men in 
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various stages of life. Master craftsmen qualified as mechanics, but so too 
did the journeymen and apprentices who in social and economic circum-
stances more closely resembled laborers than master craftsmen.10

Early Baltimore was therefore a racially, ethnically, religiously, economi-
cally, and socially diverse city, a vibrant place teeming with life and excite-
ment, hope and possibility. But vibrancy could also breed volatility, and 
whatever else it may have been, Baltimore was a cauldron of differences that 
could not always contain the violence endemic to any circumstance in which 
so many different types of people lived in such close quarters. To numerous 
residents, the city simply felt dangerous. Baltimore’s acting health officer 
spoke for many when in 1830 he deplored the growing number of people who, 
it seemed, operated under “a false impression . . . that no restraint or restric-
tions would be exercised in a ‘free Country.’ ” More than a few Baltimoreans 
believed that a walk on the city’s streets was risky at best.11

And so we are left with questions: Who policed the city? Who kept the 
peace and maintained order and protected property? Who helped secure 
the “free Country” of which the health officer spoke? The answer to all of 
these questions is — for the most part — the same: it was white men. Irre-
spective of Baltimore’s diversity, the majority of early nineteenth- century 
Baltimoreans were neither enslaved nor black. Black Baltimoreans formed a 
significant minority of the population, and they constituted one of the most 
impressive black communities in the nation. They were a minority nonethe-
less. The 1820s actually marked the only antebellum decade in which black 
demographic growth increased relative to Baltimore’s total population; in 
all others the white majority outpaced the black minority. Plus, while many 
“white people” were immigrants or non- Protestants who endured repeated 
attacks upon their own racial identities, European immigrants, even Catho-
lic ones, were never confused for slaves.12 To understand the history of polic-
ing, one must understand this racial binary first. Early Baltimore contained 
a top- heavy, economically stratified society; it was a world in which a large 
majority of the people possessed a small minority of the wealth. There, as 
elsewhere, class, ethnicity, and religion helped determine social hierarchy, 
political power, and cultural capital. Yet during the decades following the 
city’s incorporation, Baltimore’s system of policing specifically depended 
upon the privileges of whiteness and manhood more than upon any others. 
Whether they were mechanics or merchants, native- born or born abroad, it 
was usually white men who policed the city.
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Historically, policing meant governing, and that ordinary white men po-
liced their city suggests that ordinary white men regularly took an active 
role in the city’s governance.13 In this sense popular policing was a kind of 
participatory politics. It was democracy in action, so to speak. Whether it 
took the form of a citizen’s arrest of a suspected murderer or a flight to catch 
a fleeing thief, popular policing was both a privilege and a responsibility of 
political membership. But white men policed their communities not only be-
cause they could but also because they must. Much like residents of other big 
cities, Baltimoreans concerned themselves increasingly with crime — with 
disorderly conduct, larceny, and assault, as well as with other less common 
though more serious acts such as arson, kidnapping, and murder. Living in 
a city could be scary, especially for anyone unaccustomed to city life. White 
men helped assuage the wider community’s fears through the protection 
they provided and the punishment they meted out.14

Every time he arrested a murderer or caught a thief, a white man affirmed 
his racial and patriarchal power. To use the parlance of the time, every time 
he policed, a white man affirmed his “good citizenship.” Mayor Sam Brady 
congratulated “all good citizens” for their “strong and decisive expressions” 
against the violence that plagued that year’s presidential election. “The 
lawless disposed were soon made sensible of their folly and madness,” pro-
claimed Brady; “as a consequence, order was soon restored.”15 Other Bal-
timoreans hailed vigilant white men under much the same rubric. Mayor 
John Hanson Thomas Jerome directed “all good citizens to exercise their 
influence” upon any neighbor in the habit of renting property “to bands of 
profligate boys and youths who congregate therein,” while the Baltimore 
Sun’s editors advised “every good citizen . . . to be on the look out” for incen-
diaries.16 Mayor Sheppard Leakin was the most direct. After a nativist riot in 
1839, he applauded the protectors of a convent for having performed “a duty 
which every citizen of Baltimore . . . is bound at all times to perform to the 
best of his judgment and ability.”17 Such language hinted at the importance 
of vigilantism to civil society. It also suggested that society’s most acceptable 
vigilant members were white men, those “good citizens” hailed by officials 
and boosters alike. “We do not only ask the police to be vigilant in detecting 
the ruffians,” Sun editors rhapsodized after one assault, “but we beg every 
good citizen to aid them in their search.”18 Another editorial put the matter 
more succinctly: a good citizen was “one of nature’s police officers, if not judge 
and executioner at the same time.”19
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Realizing one’s “good” citizenship was important in early nineteenth- 
century Baltimore because it confirmed for others as well as for the citi-
zen himself that he resided atop civil society and inside an exclusive self- 
governing body politic that included others just like him. Certain historians 
have emphasized that a person’s legal citizenship (or lack thereof) was just 
one of several political identities and that a person’s office, property, house-
hold position, age, and infirmity were as likely if not more so to determine 
the privileges and obligations one enjoyed.20 At the same time, the moniker 
“good citizen,” at least when deployed by mayors and newspaper editors, 
was shorthand for civil society’s white male masters and patriarchs. Early 
Baltimore was, politically speaking, a racially bifurcated, male- dominated 
society, and just as the vast majority of white men there were citizens, every 
citizen was also always a white man. To enact “good citizenship” was basi-
cally to enact the privileges of white manhood.

“Good citizens” protected other members of society as both an honor 
and a duty, looking out especially for white women. Mary Pool, to take one 
example, lost sight of her twenty- month- old daughter on a Thursday morn-
ing in May 1819; the girl had only moments earlier been playing outside the 
house. Pool’s cry for help “roused” the neighbors, among them General Heath 
and Alexander Russell, two white men who quickly embarked on a days- 
long journey that ended outside Annapolis. “After many fruitless inquiries,” 
Heath and Russell learned that the girl “had been seen on the Annapolis 
road, and accordingly took that direction in search of her.” Their search 
brought them to a roadside stop where a woman had “dined . . . on Thursday 
with the child, which she represented as her own.” At an inn down the road 
they discovered where the kidnapper and child had spent the night, as well 
as which Annapolis- bound stage the two had taken the next morning. Even-
tually, the citizen- detectives discovered the little girl herself, in bed with a 
Miss Pomphrey, an unsuspecting traveler, and Nancy Gamble, the kidnap-
per. Heath and Russell burst into the room and forced Gamble to confess 
“the whole truth.”21

More frequently, men attempted to protect women on the city’s streets. 
Observers believed that “it has become imperative upon every father, hus-
band, and brother to use every exertion to ferret out the ruffians and bring 
them to justice” and opined that it was “the bounden duty of the citizens to 
arrest the aggressors, and either carry them before a magistrate or detain 
them before the police officers arrive.”22 Again and again, the term “bounden 
duty” appeared in writing. “If ladies cannot walk the streets, even in day 
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time, without insult,” one editorialist argued, “it is the bounden duty of their 
male friend to offer them protection, and treat the cowardly blackguards 
who prowl about the streets with no more ceremony than they deserve.”23 
Antebellum Americans were inclined to conflate an attack on women with 
an attack on men, and the advocates of order were among the likeliest to 
make the slippage and label a threat to a woman’s person “an offence against 
the male sex, against manly and honorable principles.”24

As a result, the man who vigilantly defended women on the streets often 
earned accolades. When Mr. Watkins witnessed John Taylor Starr “commit a 
rude and ineffably immodest assault on a young lady,” he followed him until 
Starr approached two other young women in a similar manner. At that point 
Watkins called to a passerby — one Mr. Tilden — for help. Acting quickly, the 
two men halted the attack, arrested Starr, and conveyed the “scoundrel” to a 
justice of the peace who promptly committed the offender to jail. “We trust,” 
wrote the editor for the Sun, “all the ladies, and every honorable gentleman, 
will duly appreciate the manly and spirited conduct of Mr. Watkins, and of 
Mr. Tilden also. A few examples of this kind would give all the ladies impu-
nity in the streets.”25 Other men behaved with a similar gallantry, such as the 
one who witnessed “a stout, overgrown fellow” knock down an old woman 
in the middle of a busy intersection. He caught up to the perpetrator and 
felled him with a stick, dealing a dozen blows to the head and body before his 
victim scampered into the crowded Center Market.26 Another “gentleman” 
aided a young woman, Mary Ann Cooper, when a married shoemaker “of 
genteel appearance” struck her in the face in the middle of the street. Inter-
fering in the fray, he ensured that Cooper got home safely, without further 
injury.27 Still another “gentleman” responded to a botched assault upon a 
young woman by demanding the assailant give an explanation for his con-
duct. The assailant scoffed; all the man received was “an insolent threat of 
personal chastisement”— and so he decided to fight. The “gentleman who 
espoused the lady’s cause, though the weaker man of the two,” emerged from 
the scuffle victorious. “Much as we deprecate the infliction of summary pun-
ishment, and abhor the brutality of fisticuffs,” concluded one of the Sun’s 
editors, “we cannot but consider the beating this fellow received, as a chas-
tisement richly deserved, and one which no man having a spark of gallantry 
in his breast could, under similar circumstances, refrain from inflicting.”28

Good citizens enacted the privilege of their whiteness on the city’s streets 
as well. “I must relate a small transaction to you,” A. Robinson wrote to his 
friend James McHenry in early January 1813. “I know it will give you pleasure.” 
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Robinson and McHenry’s mutual friend Colonel Ramsay had recently “lost 
80 or Ninety dollars out of his pocket” at the market, and Robinson, suspect-
ing a crime, “instantly” visited the city’s markets to interrogate the vendors. 
After nearly two days of searching for the thief, he finally tracked down a 
black man named Ned at home, “took him prisoner,” and forced a confession 
out of him. Robinson’s whiteness lent him enormous authority over the black 
man. He took “all the money [Ned] had left, which was $40, and the clothes 
he purchased,” and proceeded to bring his black prisoner, the man’s clothes, 
and the remaining money directly to his “amiable friend.”29

Robinson did not wait for society to laud him; he boasted and bragged of 
his good actions too. Only through the heroic narration of his own behavior 
could Robinson make visible, first to Ramsay and then to McHenry, his good 
citizenship and, with it, his political authority. That is to say, only through 
the retelling of past deeds could he prove his greater worth in his friend’s 
eyes. Robinson clearly understood, as surely as McHenry did, that the theft 
of a friend’s money or belongings committed by a black person was as much 
the ordinary citizen’s responsibility as it was that of a passing watchman or 
constable. White men in early Baltimore looked out for each other, particu-
larly when victimized by nonwhite assailants.

Good citizens thus policed as not just men but white men, but they also 
policed the city as a mere matter of course. Nowhere was this truer than in 
their frequent demonstrations of self- defense. William H. Clendenin was a 
doctor who arrested John Mallory after the latter vainly attempted to force 
him by gunpoint to help an ailing relative. Mallory, writing later from jail, ex-
plained “that the immediate application of medical skills & assistance might 
perhaps save the life of his nephew,” and had desperately begged Clendenin 
to accompany him home. But Clendenin, for reasons of his own, did not want 
to be rushed. He did not even want to go. When the obstinate doctor re-
fused a second entreaty, the grief- stricken, distressed man allegedly drew his  
pistol —“not with any intention . . . of doing any bodily injury to the Doctor,” 
Mallory later assured himself and anyone who would listen, but from the 
hope that “the doctor, seeing his agitated state of mind, might be induced to 
go with him.” Clendenin saw neither wisdom nor harmlessness in the ges-
ture. He wrested the gun from Mallory’s hands and carried the distraught 
uncle to the nearest magistrate all the while a dying boy waited, in vain.30

Good citizens also foiled mail robberies, which counted among the most 
infamous crimes of the day. “It seems that robbers of the mail are almost 
universally taken,” proudly wrote the newspaper editor Hezekiah Niles. “The 
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public is too deeply interested in its safety, that nearly every man feels bound 
to lend his aid to detect the robbers of it.”31 One local robber “was seized 
near Lancaster, by some spirited citizens of that place.”32 Another realized 
all too late that “the alarm [his crime] had caused was great, and seemed to 
interest almost every person.” The robber dismayingly noted the “great many 
of the officers and citizens of Baltimore going out to, and near, the place, to 
assist in discovering who were the perpetrators of so notorious an outrage 
and offence and crime.”33 The city’s most infamous mail robbery (and cap-
ture) occurred in 1820. When one day the mail did not arrive in Baltimore 
on schedule, “parties of patriotic citizens went out immediately . . . to scour 
the country” for signs of either the mail carriage or foul play. They found 
both in the nearby woods. Several of these “patriotic citizens” discovered the 
mail carriage toppled, its bags looted, and its driver shot, stabbed, and tied 
to a tree. Members of the search party concluded that the “murderers and 
robbers had retired from the horrid deed towards Baltimore,” where “every 
body” went “on the alert, for all were deeply interested in detecting the fla-
grant offenders.”34 Catching the robbers did not take long. Later that very 
day, Morris Hull and Peregrine Hutton “were stopped in Gay- street near the 
bridge, by three peace officers.” The two men had been unable to escape the 
searching eyes of an entire citizenry alerted to the possibility of their pres-
ence.35 Once imprisoned, they never walked free again.36

White men in early Baltimore policed the city in order to be honorable and 
acted honorably in so policing. “Valuable Citizens,” one city official wrote in 
1830, needed at least to have “a more explicit understanding of the Law.”37 
Once a man was imbued with that knowledge, he could not then “look upon 
the flames of [his] neighbor’s dwelling with complacency or inaction.” Nor 
could he, in one reformer’s words, “see an innocent fellow- being wantonly 
murdered without putting forth an effort to save him.”38 Ignoring another 
person’s plight did not make a white man legally liable for that plight, but it 
did make him morally culpable. He who ignored a neighbor in need violated 
a cultural code of conduct that for many citizens was not insignificant. For 
as they guarded against trouble, investigated crime scenes, broke up fights, 
arrested suspects, and delivered victims to safety, white male Baltimoreans 
simultaneously enacted their privileges and confirmed their right to hold 
such privileges in the first place. By policing the city, they transformed them-
selves into citizens good enough — into citizens authoritative, honorable, 
and moral enough — to be called “white men.”
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Acting Like a State

The operation of an early nineteenth- century municipality probably looks 
strange today. What twenty- first- century Americans understand as clearly 
delineated “public” and “private” sectors were practically indistinguishable 
from one another two centuries ago. Ordinary individuals performed seem-
ingly “public” roles all the time, and this proved especially to be the case 
when it came to policing. White men policed the city in order to assert and 
affirm the privileges of white manhood. But they also policed in an official 
capacity.

To be sure, Baltimore’s municipality did have paid representatives who 
worked as guardians of the city. Before any uniformed, professional police 
officer walked a beat, the city boasted a daytime constabulary and night 
watch; these were the men who worked the streets during the first half of 
the nineteenth century. Both constabulary and watch derived from English 
antecedents, but it was not until 1816, twenty years after incorporation, that 
city officials organized a system divided between the two. After that, consta-
bles and watchmen responded to citizens’ cries for help, arrested suspects, 
and brought suspects to watchhouses for processing. A good watchman pa-
trolled the streets all night, looking out for fires and disturbances; a good 
constable attached himself to an alderman — a local judge who worked as 
part of the city’s “minor judiciary”— and waited for an opportunity to serve 
an arrest warrant. Once a constable or watchman delivered his charge to a 
magistrate, preparations for the trial began.39

The daytime constabulary and night watch counted as just one compo-
nent of a larger municipal infrastructure geared toward controlling crime. 
Baltimore’s criminal court system dated to 1788, at which time the state of 
Maryland established a criminal court for Baltimore County. Just six years 
later, the governor responded to growing concerns over property crime in 
Baltimore Town by issuing a commission for a court of oyer and terminer. 
This court, which survived the city’s 1796 incorporation, had jurisdiction not 
only in Baltimore City but also in Baltimore County writ large. It did not last 
long, however. In 1816, the very year that the energetic Stiles administration 
established the city’s constabulary and watch, state legislators in Annapolis 
concurrently abolished the court of oyer and terminer and in its stead placed 
the Baltimore City Court, composed of one chief judge and three associate 
judges. This court oversaw all cases involving “felonies, and other crimes, 
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offenses and misdemeanors . . . arising within the city and precincts of Bal-
timore.” The Criminal Court of Baltimore City, which functions today, finds 
its origin in the Baltimore City Court of 1816.40

Someone arrested by a constable or watchman, processed by a local mag-
istrate, and convicted by the Baltimore City Court either paid a fine or went 
to prison. Getting fined did not mean prison was out of the question; if the 
offender was unable to pay, he or she was imprisoned anyway. Nor did im-
prisonment necessarily signal the end of the process. Many men and women 
convicted of crimes in the city court and conveyed to prison appealed their 
sentences with the hope of gaining a pardon. The governor, despite the bu-
reaucratic establishment growing beneath him, maintained the ultimate 
jurisdiction. A holdover from British North America’s royal past, the guber-
natorial pardon trumped any court verdict in the state.

One may reasonably conclude that as Baltimore developed the institu-
tions and specialized functionaries to police the city, those institutions and 
functionaries marked an increasingly clear boundary between “official” and 
“ordinary” policing behavior. It stands to reason that the more stable and 
self- sustaining state policing became, the more antidemocratic it behaved. 
But it would be a mistake to believe that state power always grew at the 
expense of the citizenry, or that state and white male policing became, in all 
cases, mutually exclusive. In fact, public police functionaries — watchmen, 
constables, aldermen, judges, and governors — neither replaced nor even 
necessarily weakened the power of private citizens. When it came to polic-
ing, white men remained important actors throughout.

White men insinuated themselves into nearly all facets of the state’s evolv-
ing criminal justice system. A night watchman and an ordinary white man 
were in many instances nearly indistinguishable from one another. Consider 
the circumstances of Benjamin Stewart’s murder in June 1838. Nearby, rope- 
makers Henry Lightner and Alexander Wiley were guarding their ropewalk, 
a flammable pathway on which hemp lay before being twisted into rope; the 
previous day someone had set it on fire. “We determined to catch the incen-
diaries if we could,” Wiley later told the court, and “if we could not, we meant 
to give them a race.” When the two men heard “a cry of  ‘Murder! murder! Oh, 
Lord,’ ” they cautiously walked toward the scene “and listened a few minutes, 
but could not hear anything” else. Deterred, they each returned home. Not 
far away, George Chariton had also heard the cry and noticed the sound of 
gunfire in the distance. “I wanted to take my gun, which was loaded, and 
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go in search of the murderer,” Chariton recalled. “But my wife and mother 
would not let me go.” Chariton instead waited for morning to approach the 
crime scene, at which time he was joined by James Hooper, a neighbor who 
had awakened to rumors that “a man had been murdered” the night before. 
“I thought I would get on my horse and ride round and see if I could find any-
thing,” Hooper later explained under oath. “About one hundred yards west of 
the body I found a hatchet.”41

The next day Thomas Stewart, Benjamin’s brother, as well as Matthew 
Drake, a clerk who had sold Benjamin’s son William the hatchet that Hooper 
had discovered, accompanied two constables to one of the city’s wharves. 
There, the four men intended to arrest William, who was returning to Balti-
more on a steamboat after a day’s trip to Annapolis. Amid a growing crowd 
the posse approached the suspect. Drake questioned William Stewart about 
the murder weapon; unwittingly, William confirmed that he had purchased 
it two days earlier. Thomas Stewart then interrogated his nephew, asking 
the young man where he had last seen his father, with whom he had last seen 
him, and where he had been for the previous forty- eight hours. William’s 
responses were, as everyone present fully expected them to be, unsatisfac-
tory. Thomas informed the young man that his father was dead and that he, 
William, was the prime suspect. Working together, the party arrested and 
delivered William to a local magistrate for processing.42

None of these men — Lightner, Wiley, Chariton, Hooper, Drake, or Thomas 
Stewart — were night watchmen or daytime constables; none of their job de-
scriptions required them to guard against crimes, investigate crime scenes, 
and question criminal suspects; none of them were, according to the logic 
of a strict public- private division, explicitly supposed to enforce the crim-
inal laws. Yet Lightner and Wiley, already standing watch against arson, 
had investigated the alarming sound of someone screaming bloody murder. 
Chariton had considered searching for the murderer on his own, only to be 
convinced at the last moment that, despite his gun, it was too dangerous. 
Hooper had taken it upon himself to look for clues the next morning and 
had found the murder weapon. On the wharf a day and a half later, Drake 
had interrogated William Stewart about the hatchet he had sold him while 
Thomas Stewart, acting as a concerned uncle and aggrieved brother, had 
inquired about the suspect’s recent whereabouts. Each man separately par-
ticipated in or considered participating in the policing process by his own 
initiative. Each did so without coercion or invitation.
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As the case suggests, white men supplemented, mimicked, and occa-
sionally replaced the officers who patrolled the city’s streets. Yet it was not 
merely the man on the beat whom the ordinary citizen resembled but also 
the city’s lawyers. The first half of the nineteenth century was also the era of 
private prosecutions. According to historian Allen Steinberg, the criminal 
law played a central role in the daily lives of ordinary people, as citizens reg-
ularly took one another to court and deployed the criminal law as a personal 
means for dispute resolution.43 Let us imagine a fight between two men. If 
one of the assailants wanted to bring charges against the other, he would 
have headed to the nearest magistrate’s office, complained, and secured a 
warrant for his opponent’s arrest. He or the magistrate’s constable, or per-
haps the two men together, would have then found, detained, and escorted 
the defendant back to that office, where the magistrate usually conducted 
a formal hearing with the two fighters serving as their own lawyers. This 
process was repeated over and over again. According to Steinberg, private 
prosecution resulted “in a special kind of incorporation of the citizenry into 
this pervasive part of the nineteenth- century state.”44

Steinberg writes about Philadelphia, but his arguments are no less appli-
cable to Baltimore. Victims of crimes routinely took on the role of prosecutor 
there as well. When in the summer of 1834 James Johnston stole some money 
from a stranger’s trunk, for example, his victim immediately launched an 
investigation. It was not long before the man discovered “the money” on 
Johnston’s person and “upon the evidence” committed him to jail. At that 
point, however, the prosecutor decided to forget the matter: Johnston’s ac-
cuser and victim deemed no trial to be necessary. After all, he had already 
recovered the money, felt bad about Johnston’s desperate economic circum-
stances, and did not particularly have the energy to wage a legal challenge 
against his perpetrator. The unnamed stranger dropped all charges and had 
Johnston released within two weeks.45

White men also routinely played the role of defense attorney. Personal in-
centive aside, a surprising number looked into cases for their poorer friends 
and neighbors who either personally had been charged with a crime or had 
family members so charged. This was partly because a governor was more 
likely to issue a nolle prosequi — the common law term referring to a dis-
continuance of criminal charges before a trial or verdict — when the peti-
tioner in question had good references. It was also because people in trouble 
sometimes just needed an advocate to prove their innocence. Single women, 
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much as they might for protection, looked especially to neighborhood el-
ders for official help when facing jail time. “I have taken great pains to make 
myself acquainted with all the particulars,” wrote a confident Walter Far-
nandes to the governor in 1834. Farnandes had been surprised to learn that 
a local single mother and her grown daughter had been arrested for theft 
and so had launched a “thorough investigation of all the facts connected 
with this painful business” while the two women awaited trial. What he 
learned had troubled him. He believed that the women’s thirteen- year- old 
domestic worker had been the one who received the stolen goods in ques-
tion. The girl, according to Farnandes, had merely hidden her spoils in the 
two women’s house without their knowledge. “[I] can conscientiously assure 
your Excellency that there does not appear to be the slightest grounds for 
suspecting either of the ladies of any knowledge of the thefts or the depos-
its,” explained Farnandes. “From what has been communicated to me by the 
parties with whom I have had interviews and from what I have learned from 
other sources,” both women seemed to be absolutely innocent.46

It was precisely when a suspect became a convict and was sent to prison 
that ordinary white men proved themselves most useful to the accused. 
Farnandes’s example indicates the extent to which certain men invested in 
others’ cases well after an arrest had been made. Others worked long and 
hard to exonerate convicted felons who spent months, and sometimes years, 
in the Maryland Penitentiary. “Today in company with [the father of a con-
victed thief] we visited the place where the alleged felony was committed,” 
two men petitioned the governor in 1834. After “a particular examination . . . 
we are satisfied that young Collier is entirely innocent of the offence charged 
upon him.” The two petitioners were doubly clear about their role and mo-
tivations: “In justice to ourselves we will merely add in conclusion that on 
the present occasion we do not act as professional agents but are actuated 
by feelings of the deepest and most disinterested sympathy for the distress 
of young Collier & his most heartbroken father.”47

Other voluntary detectives delayed making formal “inquiries until this 
time in order [that] I might make myself fully acquainted with the facts in 
the case.”48 Such inquiries typically involved speaking with witnesses, as 
well as to the victims, accusers, and accused themselves. In one case, after 
Henry Smith was convicted of assaulting and attempting to kill a man 
named Leckner, an interested outsider involved himself on Smith’s behalf. 
The petitioner argued to the governor that the second charge was too harsh 
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for the deed committed. “I had a long conversation with Smith yesterday 
afternoon,” the man wrote:

He is naturally very quiet & kind, he would not probably have got into 
this scrape except thro’ great provocation, & even then when he had 
drank too much. His story about the matter . . . [is] corroborated by 
Leckner’s wife whose house I have just come from. Leckner was not at 
home. His wife says that he desires very much the release of Smith —  
thinks he has been punished too much — blames her husband partly 
about the matter — his temper rather insatiable, Smith’s the reverse. . . . 
I scarcely think Smith’s design was to take life, & apart from the use 
of an instrument calculated to destroy life, (a chisel) would lead me to 
suppose the case one of aggravated assault & battery, for which he has 
been sufficiently punished. The instrument was lying beside him when 
the quarrel took place, & there could not have been any premeditation. 
He had been badly used by Leckner in the morning.49

Pardon petitioners surely sometimes wrote in bad faith, and their motives 
were not always clear. But the fact that white men could abuse their author-
ity to exonerate actual criminals only further instilled in other petitioners 
a sense of the seriousness of their actions. White men who had once been 
on the receiving end of those petitions understood this better than anyone. 
“My experience, while Governor,” related Philip Thomas in a petition of his 
own, “fully satisfied me that such recommendations were often made with-
out consideration — and, generally, without sufficient knowledge of the facts 
of the case, whereby the Executive was frequently deceived and exposed to 
censure.” Thomas had no intention of repeating the offense. As a former gov-
ernor, he was determined not “to aid in procuring the interposition of Exec-
utive Clemency on behalf of a convict who might be unworthy of it” and re-
fused to write on behalf of Francis Metz, a man convicted for manslaughter, 
until he was satisfied that Metz was innocent. Only after having convinced 
himself “that Metz’s guilt, in so far as the actual cause of the death by his 
hands was involved, was really a question of reasonable doubt,” did he deign 
to write on the man’s behalf.50

White men attempted to exonerate people convicted of older crimes not 
only because it was their responsibility but also because their actions were, 
in the end, an integral part of the system’s successful operation. Still, per-
sonal motives varied. Perhaps a petitioner just wanted to see justice served; 
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perhaps he did not trust a verdict or trusted only himself to discover the 
truth; or perhaps he personally had played a role in the original conviction 
and over time had changed his mind: for sometimes a citizen felt respon-
sible for the conviction of an innocent man. The foreman of the jury that 
convicted James Karr for murder felt such pangs of guilt. In the 1850 case, 
this man alone had convinced his fellow jurors that Karr was guilty of mur-
dering a fellow drinker in a city tavern. All eleven other jurors had entered 
the recess believing that Karr was innocent of the crime, yet according to 
the foreman, he had prevailed by taking a stand “based upon the positive & 
consistent testimony of the German woman who was chief witness against 
him.” Now, however, he realized the witness was mistaken. Once the former 
foreman had begun to doubt his original conviction, he took the “opportu-
nity of collecting evidence,” discovered that the woman “mistook Karr for 
one Ready Gray, who actually perpetrated the deed while Karr was active 
in endeavoring to prevent the same,” and quickly secured Karr’s release.51

At every stage in the policing process, from the moment at which a crime 
was detected to well past the moment of conviction, white men interjected 
themselves. They searched for clues, arrested suspects, served as prosecu-
tors, defended one another, and helped secure pardons, sometimes after 
having solved the crimes on their own. White men policed the city, and they 
did so without apology or regret. One cannot understand the operation of a 
criminal justice system like the one in early Baltimore City without account-
ing for the ordinary white men who protected and punished every day. In an 
important sense, these men embodied state power.

Mercenaries for Hire

The flip side of a powerful and energetic citizenry was an administratively 
weak municipality. City officials readily acknowledged the importance of 
white men’s popular policing in part because their own functionaries were 
manifestly incapable of policing the city on their own. This is not to suggest 
that the city government lacked laws and regulations. As in other munici-
palities, Baltimore’s officials wrote and ratified a prodigious number of stat-
utes that spanned the spectrum of governing interests, from license laws 
and market regulations to laws governing morality and regulations of the 
public’s health. It is simply to say that the enforcement of all of those laws 
and regulations relied upon the individual judgments and actions of white 
male citizens.52
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Baltimore’s oft- imperceptible boundary between popular justice and offi-
cial policing owed in part to the English Commonwealth (and Revolutionary 
American) fear of standing armies. In the minds of early nineteenth- century 
Americans, a strong police force could be dangerous, even “tyrannical.” Bal-
timoreans in the 1820s and 1830s were only one or two generations removed 
from the Revolution, and many worried that a powerful police force could, 
like a standing army, pose an existential threat to the democratic “liberty” 
their fathers and grandfathers had secured.53 Confirmation could readily 
be found across the Atlantic. In 1829, the British government established the 
world’s first professional police force in the form of the London Metropolitan 
Police, and Robert Peel, the system’s creator, borrowed heavily from the Brit-
ish military’s model: his officers wore uniforms, held ranks, and adhered to a 
strict chain of command.54 Such pageantry risked offending American sensi-
bilities. State officers should not act so independently, argued one newspaper 
editorial, and “an American freeman” should certainly not “strut about . . .  
in the livery furnished at the public’s expense.”55

A fear of standing armies was inseparable from the democratic ideals 
that animated early American politics. The world in which good citizens 
equated vigilantism with their political participation was also a world in 
which policemen could trample those citizens’ rights and responsibilities. 
Centralized state power appeared to be antidemocratic; authoritative po-
lice institutions seemed inherently at odds with liberty. Meanwhile, strong 
municipal police institutions were likely to undermine any system in which 
vigilantism was an essential component of good citizenship, and most cit-
izens did not want to surrender their political power. The result was a civil 
society whose boundary between popular justice and official policing was 
difficult and sometimes impossible to distinguish, a municipality whose 
police institutions were weak, and a police system that depended upon the 
active participation of ordinary white men.

In Baltimore, fear of state tyranny loomed large. Many white male Balti-
moreans worried that state- sanctioned officers were as likely to be “harpies 
who prey upon the prosperity of others” as they were to be “the guardians of 
the law.”56 An 1837 Sun editorial explained that while the night watchman 
was undoubtedly capable of good, he was also prone to “the most evil. . . . The 
extent of humanity or cruelty which [he] may exercise, is inconceivable.”57 
Even city officials who advocated for a stronger police force (more on them 
in the next chapter) sympathized with these worries. In 1837, law- and- order 
mayor Samuel Smith asked the city council to “consider whether further 
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power can safely be granted” to expand the municipality’s power to police. 
Emphasizing his concern about his officers’ potential behavior, Smith con-
ceded that there was little he could do to guarantee that their conduct would 
be good. Experience suggested that sometimes it would not be.58

In order to address fears of state police power, the law mandated a night 
watchman to obtain “just cause” before he made an arrest. Every time a 
morally corrupt officer clothed in the state’s authority arrested an innocent 
man, he subverted “the primary object which the Legislature had in view in 
establishing the Night Watch.” And so, the city’s criminal court explained in 
one ruling, it was equally necessary to “guard against the abuse of authority 
by so defining [watchmen’s] powers as to leave little or nothing to their dis-
cretion.”59 Within the gray area that constituted what was and was not “just 
cause” lay the difference between a suspect’s freedom and detention. False 
arrest essentially made the state a kidnapper, and citizens only recently re-
moved from monarchical rule attached “great importance” to making sure 
that this did not happen.60

Corrupt and incompetent watchmen lent these anxieties a human face. 
Baltimoreans around the city chafed at night watchmen’s propensities to 
prey upon weaker residents of the city. A tavern owner complained to both 
his local captain and a lieutenant that John Oldham, a watchman who regu-
larly frequented his bar, had threatened to arrest several prostitutes if they 
refused to sleep with him free of charge.61 A group of citizens, meanwhile, 
were horrified after night watchman Joshua Armacourt abused “an innocent 
coloured man . . . dragging him away from his own door without any prov-
ocation on the part of the coloured man.”62 The mayor himself expressed 
frustrated rage when John Langley, another watchman, beat a prostitute 
named Elizabeth Burgis “without just cause.” Langley had gone to Burgis’s 
brothel earlier in the night to collect some money, presumably a bribe; an 
hour later he returned in official response to “a great noise and disturbance 
in the house,” at which point “he seized Elizabeth Burgis, dragged her out of 
the house[,] struck her several times, and once at least with his spear.” Then 
he arrested her. “It is true,” the mayor conceded, “that Elizabeth Burgis[,] the 
individual in this case, is an abandoned young woman and a disgrace to her 
sex, but however degraded an individual may be, justice demands that they 
should not be made the victims of cruelty.”63

Night watchmen did not confine their “cruelty” to “abandoned” women 
and “degraded” individuals like Burgis. They assaulted, imprisoned, and kid-
napped white men, too. In April 1838, a group of them seized Rufus Eachus 
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for passing counterfeit bills. When Eachus demanded to see “the warrant, 
authority, or legal process by virtue of which he was made a prisoner,” the 
watchmen dragged him to the watchhouse, chained him to the floor, and 
took several hundred dollars from his pockets. A justice of the peace commit-
ted Eachus to jail the next morning. But without, now, financial resources, 
Eachus was forced to sit in the city’s jail for almost a month, the duration of 
which he stewed over the “violent and unjustifiable taking away from him of 
his property[,] a palpable Robbery under color of  Law.”64

Alarmed by the specter of wanton watchmen, Baltimoreans were reluc-
tant to grant more authority to public officials, and this reluctance trans-
lated into police provisions that were almost comically weak. The city’s 1833 
budget allocated only $34,000 to watch and light the city, a sum so small that 
Mayor Jesse Hunt complained the municipality could not own the Western 
Watch House outright.65 Nor could he pay the city’s twenty- four bailiffs with 
the $715 available.66 Budgets during the ensuing years grew slowly. As late as 
1850, citizens were asking their councilmen to expand the number of watch-
men from several dozen to one hundred, “regardless of expense.” Surely, a 
group of petitioners argued, “the lives of our fellow citizens are not to be 
sacrificed upon narrow- minded principles of economy.” Yet the majority of 
the Joint Committee on Police scoffed at hiring more than twenty new men, 
leaving the committee’s minority “at a loss to know how it will be possible 
for our Executive to suppress rioting and violation of City ordinances, so 
prevalent in our City.”67

This dearth of municipal funding affected policemen on the street in ma-
terial ways. During the 1830s, night watchmen earned a miserly twenty- five 
dollars a month.68 Those wages were so low that they placed the watchman 
in economic terms alongside the day laborer, and as a result few men will-
ingly took the job. Among the individuals who did, many had to work else-
where during the day, when they were supposed to be sleeping.69 Watch-
men’s pay was so paltry, and their duties so laborious, that in 1828 one mayor 
speculated that only the most desperate of men could rationalize such an 
existence. A watchman reported to the watchhouse no later than 8:30 p.m., 
began his rounds at 9:00 p.m., worked until 6:00 a.m., and afterward at-
tended to prisoners until well after sunrise. The daylight provided him with 
but a few hours to sleep, and long before his nightly rounds began anew there 
were lamps to trim and again, later, the same lamps to relight. “This man’s 
whole time is exacted for the sum of about 75 ½ cents per 24 hours,” com-
plained the mayor, and that sum did not even account for the risks he ran  
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“of being beat and wounded” and potentially made into “an invalid and 
unfit for service.”70 More than a decade later, the Joint Committee on Police 
reported that watch duties remained both more laborious and more dan-
gerous than those of any other of the corporation’s officers, yet watchmen’s 
“compensation is much less.”71

Night watchmen, well aware of their own difficult circumstances, de-
manded raises by using almost identical arguments. In 1835, the city’s night 
lieutenants appealed for higher pay, citing their “duties[,] labours and ex-
posure of  health.”72 In 1840, all of Baltimore’s watchmen asked collectively 
for a raise, if only to compensate for the “extra duties imposed upon them,” 
among which they counted lighting the lamps and accompanying prisoners 
to jail.73 And in 1846, watchmen whose rounds included outdoor markets 
asked to be compensated for what they considered a heavier burden than 
that borne by their fellow officers: they had more lamps to light, more nights 
during which they had to light them, and “more Lofers and Rowdies to con-
tend with than the other Watchmen.”74 This last point was particularly 
frustrating; the municipality paid injured watchmen only half of what they 
made while healthy and working, and that only for two months. As late as 
the mid- 1850s, various watchmen petitioned the municipality to cover their 
medical costs and living expenses after suffering severe injuries on the job.75

To make matters worse, watchmen during the 1830s and 1840s found them-
selves not only chronically underpaid but also desperately undermanned. 
Two captains of the 1831 watch, responding to the pleas of a vulnerable wharf 
owner in the Fells Point neighborhood, informed the man that they were 
unable to spare a single officer from any ward “without leaving great room 
for complaint” from other property holders elsewhere in the city.76 A group 
of “Citizens” complained in 1838 that their local watchman, John Kirkwood, 
walked a district “much too large to be properly watched and guarded by one 
man.”77 Still another group of “Tax payers” wrote in 1839 that their neigh-
borhood’s officer nightly patrolled “a space entirely beyond his power to at-
tend.”78 The mayor, for his part, supported a bill authorizing the hiring of 
additional lieutenants in the eastern district, but the city council refused 
to approve such a measure.79 Five years later, in 1844, another mayor called 
the council’s attention to the pitiful state of the watch, which remained “too 
small for an adequate protection of the property of our citizens, and [one 
that] has not been increased in the same proportion as the city has enlarged 
her limits.”80 And yet change still did not come. Subsequent observers noted 
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that Baltimore’s population increased annually while “the number of the 
watch” remained roughly the same, its tallies numbering “little more than 
when the City contained one half of its present number of inhabitants.”81 

Baltimore’s municipality employed so few officers that it could not guar-
antee their presence around the clock. For decades, constables worked 
roughly from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., and night watchmen patrolled from about  
9 p.m. to 6 a.m. That left four hours every day in which no officer walked the 
city’s streets. Making matters worse was the city’s response to riots. In the 
case of a civil disturbance, night watchmen could not be called into service 
during the day, while constables could not help fortify the ranks at night.82 
Critics of the system begged officials to set the watch hours earlier, release 
the men later, and require everyone to be available at all hours, but a lack of 
political will combined with a dearth of resources to reject the pleas.83 One 
mayor, concerned over the effect that an increase in the watch’s hours would 
have on the watchmen themselves, argued that such changes “would render 
much less effective (especially during the latter part of the night) that pro-
tection to the property of our fellow citizens which is so highly important.” 
In that vein, he advocated hiring more men instead.84

Underpaid and overwhelmed, constables and watchmen suffered violent 
fates. A Captain Willey and Officer Bowman were unable to arrest a man 
named Jack Downs, guilty of a vicious assault, because on their way to the 
watchhouse a man struck Willey on the head and allowed the prisoner to  
escape.85 Similarly, Constable Augustus Shutt, responding to an Election Day 
disturbance at the Ninth Ward polling station, arrested the riot’s ringleader 
only to feel his ear “in the mouth of someone behind.” Shutt immediately 
released his prisoner “to save his ear from being bitten off.”86 And yet he, 
with an ear nearly torn free of its tendon, was actually lucky when compared 
to Alexander McIntosh, a watchman who crossed paths with Samuel Jones. 
McIntosh had once attempted to arrest Jones, and the latter, convinced the 
former had lacked just cause, “meant to have satisfaction out of him.” Along 
with a few friends, Jones attacked McIntosh in late November 1844 and killed 
him with a blow to the head.87

Although murdering a watchman was going too far — Jones went to 
prison — ordinary citizens could and sometimes did earn a court’s nod of 
approval after violently resisting arrest. In November 1838, for example, 
Charles Bowen responded to an arresting officer by assaulting the man. 
Madison Jeffries was the officer in question, and he had held a warrant for 
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Bowen’s arrest for almost six months. Unfortunately, on the day Jeffries fi-
nally spied Bowen, he was unable to find the warrant in his pocket. When 
Jeffries proceeded to attempt to bring Bowen to the watchhouse anyway, 
Bowen refused, “struck [Jeffries] in the eye, and walked for some distance 
until he turned a corner and then he fled.” The court exonerated Bowen two 
days later.88

With watchmen outnumbered and undermanned, the city authorities  
turned to ordinary white men for assistance. Examples abound: High Con-
stable Mitchell encountered a barroom fight one day in November 1840, and 
when in response to his order to “vacate the premises” one of the brawlers 
gave him a fight, he asked for “assistance” from neighboring “bystanders.” 
Upon getting it Mitchell was able to load the man onto a cart and take him 
to jail.89 On another occasion, a night watchman passing a grocery store on 
Charles Street noticed a light burning inside. It was after midnight on a Sun-
day evening. As the watchman peeked through a hole, he saw three or four 
men “busily engaged preparing articles to be removed.” The watchman im-
mediately “left the place and hastened to obtain assistance.” A few moments 
later, he returned with a force of six colleagues “augmented by a number of 
citizens, who came forward to assist in the arrest.” An “assault,” a mad dash, 
and a series of pursuits later, three of the robbers found themselves in jail.90

The moral lexicon of city life often compelled ordinary white men to aid 
arresting officers. Officer Duvall, in one instance, demanded considerable as-
sistance when he attempted to arrest the intransigent Thomas Bond in June 
1841. Bond had broken open another man’s door, and in response the high 
constable had dispatched Duvall to arrest him. Duvall did exactly that on 
Fleet Street. Once the duo reached the corner of Caroline and Wilk Streets, 
however, several of Bond’s “associates” arrived. They encouraged their friend 
to go no farther, and Bond obediently lay down in the street. Duvall cuffed 
him, but Bond resisted forcefully. So Duvall called out to the gathering crowd 
for help. Luckily, one man stepped forward — just in time, too: the obliging 
bystander saved Duvall from Bond’s incoming fist and helped deliver the 
resisting assailant to the watchhouse. Interestingly, the newspaper corre-
spondent who reported the story was aghast that only one man stepped for-
ward. When law enforcement officers “known to act with fidelity” demanded 
assistance, he wrote, “they should not be resisted.”91

Mayors mostly agreed with that sentiment, though they recognized that 
a policeman rendered weak in the face of criminal intransigence would be 
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no more effective in coaxing citizens into service. One of their responses 
was flattery. Mayors routinely praised those onlookers who did actively help 
night watchmen deliver suspects to jail. “I have the pleasure to acknowledge 
the receipt of your kind and voluntary offer of your services to assist the po-
lice officers in preserving the peace and quiet of the neighborhood in which 
you reside,” Mayor Jesse Hunt wrote to one man in 1835. In the future, should 
other outrages “be committed during the absence of the officers you will 
confer an additional service to the community by arresting the perpetra-
tors and taking them before the proper authority.”92 Mayor Sam Brady later 
dedicated portions of his state of the city address to the citizenry’s vigilant 
behavior. In 1842, after a series of riots instigated by the city’s volunteer fire 
companies, he returned to this theme: “I am happy to inform you, that by 
the exertions of the great mass of this valuable portion of our fellow citizens, 
those difficulties are at an end.”93

Beyond pleas and platitudes, the municipality offered financial fruits to 
the men who were willing to help police the city. The system depended es-
pecially upon informers to alert watchmen and constables to crime scenes 
and as incentive promised rewards to anyone whose information resulted 
in a criminal conviction. If someone dug a well within the city’s limits, that 
person owed “two hundred dollars for each offence, one half to be applied 
to the use of the city, the other to the informer.”94 If someone sold alcohol or 
sweets or played a “game or sport on the Sabbath day,” that person too owed 
a fine, half of which again went “to the informer.”95 If someone ran a “gaming 
house,” the guilty party had to pay half the fine “to the city and one half to  
the informer, as usual.”96 Baltimore’s municipality was not shy about regu-
lating daily life, but it could not do so without the help of informers.

City administrators also rewarded more vigorous acts of policing, paying, 
for example, handsome sums to individuals who arrested arsonists. In 1827, 
Mayor Jacob Small offered “a Reward of Two hundred dollars to any Person 
or persons who shall discover, and prosecute to conviction, the incendiary or 
incendiaries who set fire to the said Buildings of the Fountain.”97 Three years 
later, Small again “approved and signed” a “Resolution offering a Reward for 
the apprehension of an Incendiary.”98 By the 1830s it had become common 
for mayors to issue proclamations offering “a reward (of such an amount 
as he in his discretion may deem proper) for the arrest and conviction” of 
anyone who “may be found guilty of the crime of setting fire to any build-
ing, buildings or lumber yards in the City.”99 Not to be outdone, newspaper 
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editors concerned that Baltimore was “overrun with incendiaries” advised 
both “police” and “every good citizen . . . to be on the look out for the dis-
covery of the perpetrators of these worst criminal acts.”100 With municipal 
money for whoever made the discovery, all citizens (and certainly all white 
men) could consider themselves among the policemen of the city.

Catching a violent assailant, too, could earn an ordinary man a handsome 
reward. When in 1839 William Franier and five other men arrested “six men 
who lately committed the outrage upon two young men” in Baltimore, they 
achieved what the commissioned constables had been unable to do. Franier 
explained that he had “received information that Messrs. Mitchell and Jeffers 
were in pursuit of [the suspects],” but, believing that the commissioned offi-
cers were following the wrong lead, he assembled his own force and success-
fully pursued the six men eighty miles away, to the vicinity of Hagerstown. 
There, Franier and his assembled team captured the fleeing suspects and 
only later delivered them to Mitchell and Jeffers. “The arrest and punish-
ment of malefactors forms one of the strongest bonds of harmony and well 
being in society,” wrote Franier, and “those who sacrifice their comfort and 
peril, their lives, towards the attainment of that end, should be liberally re-
warded for their services.” The city council agreed. He and his friends were  
awarded $250.101

So long as officials publicized crimes and promised rewards for the cap-
ture of suspected criminals, ordinary Baltimoreans could become paid po-
licemen on a moment’s notice. All they had to do was recognize the person 
standing next to them as a criminal. One day while waiting for a Baltimore- 
bound train in Hancock, Maryland, James Watt spied Thomas Evans and 
Thomas Buckley, two suspects in a Baltimore murder case. Upon the train’s 
arrival, Evans and Buckley boarded in front while Watt, keeping an eye on 
them, entered a car farther down. When the train left the station, Watt in-
formed three other passengers of his suspicions, and each of them “agreed 
that the suspicions were strong enough and that [Evans and Buckley] ought 
to be arrested.” In Cumberland, before the train stopped, Watt leapt onto 
the platform to seek help from a nearby deputy, whom he requested without 
further explanation to follow him. But Evans and Buckley noticed the excited 
Watt. They exited the train from the other side of the cars, fleeing “with some 
haste in an opposite direction to avoid being seen by the passengers or per-
sons assembled at the depot.” Watt won the day anyway. In quick pursuit, he 
managed to have “them arrested and taken before a Justice of the peace and 
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committed to jail.” He later wrote to the mayor and received the promised 
$500 reward.102

Good citizenship could pay, and over time Baltimoreans came to expect 
that it would. Certain individuals demanded that the municipality “liberally 
reward them for their risk and trouble” regardless of whether a reward had 
previously been announced or not. One man, having taken off a day from 
work to rescue “two orphan children from the degradation & disgrace” of 
“a bawdy house,” believed he was due something in exchange, despite the 
fact that no formal reward had ever been offered for the girls’ return. He was 
adamant that he was entitled to recompense, as his “humanity,” however 
noble, had also cost him a day’s wages. City council members tellingly paid 
the man “one days [sic] per diem,” confirming the petitioner’s belief that a 
just deed warranted compensation.103

The “good citizens” who received fees for chasing and capturing suspected 
criminals were not unlike many official members of the city’s police system, 
for in Baltimore there was little actual difference between a vigilante and a 
constable. Although appointed by mayors to bring criminals to justice, con-
stables earned no regular salary and were compensated only with fees and 
rewards. In this way they were like the white men who arrested suspects and 
requested compensation ex post facto. The majority of Baltimore’s consta-
bles spent much of their time pursuing stolen property whose return could 
bring substantial rewards and waited for victims to offer particularly liberal 
sums in return for their valuables and the thief who stole them.104 Unlike the 
city’s night watchmen, they were less preventive of crime than reactive to its 
committal. They did not patrol.105

Constables, in essence, were mercenaries for hire, and in practice they 
proved indistinguishable from those other Baltimoreans who policed the 
city as good citizens seeking municipal largesse. Constable Emanuel Stock-
ett traveled in 1847 first to Philadelphia and later to a small town in Virginia 
in order to find, apprehend, and deliver to Baltimore authorities James Kelly, 
a murderer who had “abscond[ed] from Justice, [and] for whose apprehen-
sion and conviction before Baltimore City Court the Mayor offered a reward 
of two hundred dollars.” Like Franier, Stockett was successful: he arrested 
Kelly in Virginia. And like Watt, he solicited the help of a local constable 
to whom he promised “one half of the reward.” Back in Baltimore, Stockett 
sought payment for his travel expenses, for securing the Virginia man’s help, 
and for the success of his mission. He sought payment, in other words, much 
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as any Baltimorean responding to a lucrative reward would have done. It is 
perhaps easier to think of him less as a functionary in pursuit of a criminal 
and more as a citizen in pursuit of a reward.106

The city’s promise of payment and ordinary citizens’ sense of entitle-
ment to municipal funds stamped popular justice with an official seal of 
approval and made seemingly vigilante behavior nearly indistinguishable 
from formal law enforcement. Sometimes those who successfully pursued 
suspected criminals were constables like Stockett or John Zell, who tracked 
down Lewis Cummings well over a year after Cummings had committed a 
murder.107 Sometimes the detectives in question were lawyers or doctors 
or artisans, private citizens like James Watt and William Franier, who vol-
untarily apprehended violent adversaries after all others before them had 
failed. Early Baltimore City’s political economy of policing made it difficult 
to distinguish amateurs like Watt and Franier from the functionaries who 
policed the city under the banner of the state. Blurring the line between of-
ficial and unofficial policing, the municipality garbed vigilantism with the 
cloak of formal authority — and so what looked like amateur policing may 
not have been amateur at all. For white men, policing paid.

Democracy’s Tyranny

At the most abstract level, Baltimore’s wedding of formal law enforcement 
with popular justice represented a triumph for democracy. One policed to 
govern, and that ordinary Baltimoreans regularly policed their city suggests 
that they regularly took an active role in the city’s governance. Of course, the 
vast majority of those ordinary Baltimoreans who regularly policed the city 
were white men; this suggests that the democracy in question was more akin 
to a herrenvolk democracy than not.108 Yet the racial and gender exclusivity 
of their system did not trouble most of the city’s citizens. The democratiza-
tion of the policing process, on the other hand, sometimes did. Many white 
men were comfortable with popular policing, not to mention the white male 
supremacy that undergirded it, but a growing number were uneasy with the 
risk to minority rights that a democratic majority seemed to pose.

The downside of Baltimore’s police system was rioting, or what contempo-
raries called mob law. A case in point is the story of Harman Blennerhassett, 
one of Aaron Burr’s accomplices in the failed 1806 military expedition to the 
Southwest. Blennerhassett and Burr were on the run from U.S. authorities 
when in 1807 they arrived in Baltimore. There, they met a mob. A circulating 
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handbill representing itself as “the unanimous voice of every honest man in 
the community” promised the two men’s execution “by the hangman on Gal-
lows Hill.” Convinced that his life was in danger, Blennerhassett prudently 
hid in a hotel garret, and from there, secreted away, he watched “the mob 
pass by the house . . . in full huzza, with fife and drum.” More disturbing still 
were the “two troops of cavalry [who] patrolled the streets, not to disperse 
the mob but to follow and behold their conduct.” The sight shocked Blenner-
hassett. It was not simply the mob seeking him; it was the militia as well. In 
a single moment the difference between mob and militia — and U.S. officials 
and local citizens — dissolved. He learned that in Baltimore, vigilante justice 
was justice all the same.109

A more vivid illustration of the system’s riotous potential erupted in the 
summer of 1812, when a mob consisting mostly of mechanics, many of them 
of modest means and a few from other parts of the world, violently assaulted 
several wealthy, native- born white men whose Federalist antiwar convic-
tions clashed with the Jeffersonian beliefs of the city’s white male majority. 
The events of 1812 earned Baltimore the derisive nickname “Mobtown.” In 
the country’s as- yet brief national history, this riot was unique in both the 
tenor of its violence and the nature of its destruction. It was also an exem-
plary moment in which a mob engulfed the state’s power completely, and to 
devastating effect. All told, several of the victims suffered grievous wounds 
at the hands of the rioters. One of them, a local Revolutionary War hero, 
died.110

White male Baltimoreans accepted a measure of violence but worried 
about extremes. They worried especially how under certain conditions mob 
violence could seem legitimate. Throughout the tumultuous summer of 1812, 
for example, there were numerous cases where officials either encouraged 
or acquiesced to the mob. When in June a Federalist asked an officer for 
help, the latter refused. He retorted that antiwar Federalists deserved to be 
roped, taken out of town, and hung from “the first tree they came to.”111 More 
generally, neither of the two city officials who possessed the most political  
influence — Mayor Edward Johnson and General John Stricker — proved will-
ing to risk the unpopularity (that is, mob violence) that would have resulted 
from their calling out a large militia to protect endangered Federalists.112 
As a result, various observers in and around Baltimore came to believe that 
no difference existed at all between the mob and the municipal govern-
ment. Federalist victims condemned the municipality upon these grounds 
explicitly. Afterward, one of the survivors of the mob recalled bitterly how “a 
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general with a military force under his command [became] the contemptible 
fetch and carry messenger of a lawless mob, a Judge [bound] himself to the 
same gang not to bail men whom he had acknowledged had committed no 
offence, and police officers [delivered] up their prisoners to be butchered.” 
The angry and frustrated man believed that the “inhuman” and “ferocious 
barbarity” of the 1812 riot owed to the failings, if not complicity, of the city’s 
own government.113

Whatever else it revealed, the 1812 riot exposed the trouble with a dem-
ocratic police system: at some point, a majority would run roughshod over 
a minority, and there was little the public authorities could or would do to 
stop it. Over the years that followed, the 1812 riot loomed larger in the minds 
of Baltimoreans concerned about the rights of men. “We have no authority 
outside of and superior to the people,” the editor of the Baltimore American 
lamented to Alexis de Tocqueville in 1831, when the Frenchman was visiting 
Baltimore:

The militia, itself, is the populace, and is of no use when it partakes or 
condones the passions of the majority. Twenty years ago we represented 
a terrible example of this. It was the time of the war against England, 
a war that was very popular in the South. A journalist allowed him-
self to attack the war sentiment violently. The masses gathered, broke 
his presses, attacked the house where he and his friends . . . had taken 
refuge. An attempt was made to call the militia; it refused to march 
against the rioters and did not respond to the call. The municipal au-
thorities could rescue the editor and his friends only by sending them to 
prison. The mob wasn’t satisfied. At night it came together and marched 
against the prison. Again they tried to get out the militia and were un-
able to do it. The prison was taken by assault, one of the inmates killed 
on the spot, and others left for dead. An effort was made to prosecute in 
the courts, but the juries acquitted the guilty parties.114

Charles Carroll, the last surviving signee of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence and one of the richest men in America, was more blunt. Speaking with  
Tocqueville a few days later, Carroll opined: “A mere democracy is but a 
mob.”115 Fifty- five years earlier, Carroll had signed the Declaration of Inde-
pendence, which stated that all men possessed certain inalienable rights. 
Experience had taught him that not every right could survive a society reli-
ant upon its citizens to take the law into their own hands. 
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These arguments so impressed Tocqueville that he mused extensively 
upon them in “The Omnipotence of the Majority in the United States” in 
his Democracy in America. Tocqueville believed strongly that the American 
state was, contrary to popular opinion, quite strong, and that while “the 
force behind the state is much less well regulated, less enlightened, and less 
wise,” it was also “a hundred times more powerful than in Europe.” By way of 
example he pointed to the police system of the early U.S. polity:

In America the means available to the authorities for the discovery of 
crimes and arrest of criminals are few. There is no administrative police 
force, and passports are unknown. . . . Nevertheless, I doubt whether in 
any other country crime so seldom escapes punishment. The reason 
is that everybody thinks he has an interest in furnishing proofs of an 
offense and in arresting the guilty man. During my stay in the United 
States I have seen the inhabitants of a county where serious crime had 
been committed spontaneously forming committees with the object of 
catching the criminal and handing him over to the courts. In Europe 
the criminal is a luckless man fighting to save his head from the au-
thorities; in a sense the population are mere spectators of the struggle. 
In America he is an enemy of the human race and every human being 
is against him.116

This system was capable of a despotism as great as any posed by a monarch. 
“When a man or party suffers an injustice in the United States,” Tocque-
ville asked rhetorically, “to whom can he turn?” Not to public opinion, not to 
the legislature, not to the executive, and certainly not to the police —“they 
are nothing but the majority under arms.” There was nowhere to turn when  
confronting an angry majority. As Tocqueville himself noted, one need only 
look to Baltimore’s summer of 1812 for proof.117

Locals could soon point to an even bigger riot that gave full expression 
to the violent excesses of majority rule. Erupting out of the fury over frauds 
connected with the recent closing of the Bank of Maryland, the Baltimore 
bank riot of 1835 proved to be one of the most violent spectacles of an era 
well known for its remarkable violence. For several days and nights in 
August, mobs of angry Baltimoreans ransacked the palatial homes of the 
bank’s managers and trustees. Order was not restored until a group of im-
promptu soldiers led by an aging war hero gained control of the streets, but 
by then the rioters had destroyed hundreds of thousands of dollars’ worth 
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of property. One man who arrived a week afterward observed the ruins of 
the city’s center. “The military arrangement of cannon and soldiers for the 
night,” he observed with palpable sadness, “looked more war like than any-
thing I have ever yet had the pleasure of seeing.”118

The bank riot betrayed the trouble with a system predicated upon popu-
lar policing: so long as a majority of citizens approved of the mob, there was 
little anyone could do to stop its violence. And there were plenty of citizens 
who approved of this mob. The Bank of Maryland’s closure in 1834 had simul-
taneously wiped out the securities of thousands while enriching the few, and 
the resulting anger that permeated the city translated into widespread sup-
port for the rioters. Various witnesses estimated that “there were many thou-
sands present . . . who were, almost to a man, approvers if not instigators of 
violence.”119 “Not one word of objection was raised!” one man later exclaimed 
to a friend.120 In fact, few Baltimoreans raised any objection to the destruc-
tive scenes besetting the city because the very people who could effectively 
do so made up the mob itself. “The mob,” one justice of the peace recalled, 
“was quelled by the simultaneous action of the citizens.” The sheriff of Balti-
more County remembered it the same way. “The mob was finally quelled by 
the unanimous turn out of the citizens,” he testified. Another witness con-
curred: “The mob was quelled by citizens generally.” It was no coincidence 
that only when the rioters finally sated their destructive appetites did the 
citizenry suddenly arise and the mob just as suddenly disappear. A few keen 
observers noticed the inverse relationship between the pro-  and anti- mob 
forces. “No body knew where the mob was on Monday morning — in fact it 
had vanished,” observed the pseudonymous “Junius” in the Jacksonian Bal-
timore Republican. “Public opinion which had breathed into its nostrils the 
breath of life, had withdrawn its vitality, and the mob was no more.”121

Impotent municipal police institutions compounded the problem of an 
unhinged citizenry. “On Sunday the 9th of August, the mob was permitted to 
advance in open day in their work of pillage and contempt of the laws,” wrote 
John Morris, one of the bank riot victims. “Until the work of destruction was 
fully consummated,” he continued, “there did not exist or remain a vestige 
or semblance of a civil authority; the city had been wholly surrendered to 
the frantic dominion of a mob.” The resulting chaos was nothing less than 
a fearful state of nature. “The civil authorities ceased to exist, and anarchy 
predominated,” Morris concluded.122 Morris had a point. When a colonel 
from the militia attempted to call his men into duty, only three responded. 
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The rest had either already joined the mob or concluded against taking up 
arms against it.123 “At no time before Sunday noon,” later testified Anthony 
Miltenberger, the president of the First Branch of the City Council, “do I 
believe the military would have responded to a call for their services.”124  
Another witness reported that “officers and men were ordered out on pa-
rade, but refused or neglected to obey the call.”125 Still another testified that 
“at no stage of the affray, could there be found men enough, trust- worthy 
and willing, to take up arms to put [the mob] down.”126 In short, the city 
authorities did not have the “means to disperse the mob before Sunday eve-
ning,” explained the merchant James Hayman. The mob was only finally 
“quelled by the change of the current of public opinion. If the same current 
of feeling could have been aroused at any other time, [the mob] could have 
been put down.”127 

A prime example of democracy run amok, the bank riot laid bare the 
trouble with any system that relied so exclusively upon popular policing. 
It revealed the propensity of ordinary people to riot; it exposed the munic-
ipality’s institutional weakness; and it demonstrated, perhaps better than 
any other event in the city’s riotous past, the dangers that a violent major-
ity posed to an unpopular minority — even to a minority populated by rich 
white men. More than a few Baltimoreans walked away from the ashes of 
the bank riot with the growing conviction that property rights would never 
be secure unless the municipality was strengthened and the boundary be-
tween official and unofficial policing was clarified. By the time the dust had 
settled, good citizenship had begun to take on a new meaning. White men 
could soon be heard asking for help from the very government that so many 
of them supposedly feared. 
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